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ABSTP.ACT 
Performance characteristics of a liquid-liquid spray 
column 2" in diameter and with an effective length of 6.08' 
were investigated using heat transfer, instead of mass trans-
fer, between the two liquids. Dispersed phase (benzene) 
rates were varied from 1.0 to 4.o cu.ft./hr. and continuous 
phase (water) rates were varied from 1.5 to 6.0 cu.ft./hr. 
Drop sizes were obtained by a photographic procedure and were 
found to be independent of the water rate. Velocities of rise 
were measured and the actual surface area for heat transfer 
evaluated. Area transfer coefficients were calculated and 
found to be a function of holdup only, for a particular 
direction of heat transfer. The coefficients first remained 
constant and then decreased with increased holdup. It is 
reasonable to suppose that partial obstruction of the avail-
able area by closely packed drops is responsible for the lat-
ter effect. Volumetric coefficients showed the usual increase 
with holdup. The end effect at the bottom of the column 
(point of drop formation) was found to be negligi"oly small. 
No coefficients were calculated for the top end (point of 
coalescence) due to the small driving force occurring there. 
INTRODUCTION 
There are many processes in the field of chemical en-
gineering which defy quantitative analysis. Thie is a.ue to 
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a host of independent variables whose measurement and control 
are difficult if not impossible. A good example of such a 
case is the liquid-liquid spray column. 
Despite the large amount of work done with these col-
umns, data for design purposes have accumulated slowly. The 
main reason for this is the inability to evaluate operating 
characteristics in terms of equipment variables and the physi-
cal properties of the solvents and solutes involved. This 
difficulty is enhanced by the often unpredictable effect on 
physical properties caused by the mixing of the solutes and 
solvents. It has been and still is better to actually test 
a system in the type of unit to be used rather than to try to 
predict behavior from the results of other systems and column 
types. 
Enough work has been done, however, to describe and pre-
dict certain effects in a spray column. Often, due to dif-
ferences in the systems and columns used, the results re-
ported by different workers are difficult to relate. The 
variation in the transfer coefficient with column length is 
an example of this. 
(10) 
(12) Sherwood, Evans, and Longcor , Nandi 
and Viswanathan , and Johnson and 
(s> 
Bliss , found that an 
appreciable amount of the extraction occurs within the first 
0.5 foot from the disperser tips. Geankoplis and Hixson( 6 ) 
found a similar effect at the continuous phase inlet and none 
at the disperser. 
Elgin and Browning(4) give the following factors as in-
fluencing drop size: 
1. Densities of the two phases. 
2. Viscosities of the two phases. 
3. Interfacial tension. 
4. Tip diameter and velocity. 
They found that changing the solute from one phase to 
the other, and thereby changing the physical properties, pro-
duced an effect much larger than that due to entering veloc-
ity. Sherwood, Evans and Longcor found the range of drop 
diameters quite small compared with the range of nozzle dia-
meters used. Johnson and Bliss report that no noticeable 
difference in drop size occurred with changing dispersed 
phase flow rates. Appel and Elgin(l) considered the linear 
dependence of holdup on dispersed phase flow rate as evidence 
of constant drop size. Hayworth and Trey'bal in some work de-
voted entirely to drop size prediction(?), give an empirical 
equation for predicting the size of liquid drops formed from 
a single tip into a stagnant phase. 
The drop size partially determines the drop velocity, (lG) 
and through the velocity, the shape of the drop. Lower veloc-
ities give greater holdup. Holdup is a functioh of drop size 
and velocity of rise and is therefore greatly affected by flow 
rates(l, 8• 2). Johnson and Bliss, and Appel and Elgin found 
the holdup to be practically a linear function of the dispersed 
phase rate. Blanding and Elgin<12 ), in their work on flood-
ing velocities found holdup to be no criterion of flooding 
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since holdup varied widely with the number- of drops and their 
spacing along with drop size and flow rates. Holdup was the 
greatest when the column was flooded tt low continuous phase 
rates. 
It has been postulated by Appel and Elgin and borne out 
by Elgin and Browning, Nandi and Viswanathan( 11! and others, 
that both the volumetric coefficient for mass transfer, Ka, 
and holdup depend on the same variables. 
Many writers have suggested that the actual surface co-
efficient, K, and the area per unit of column volume, a, 
might not change in the same direction as the holdup increases. 
The change in area may very well mask the change in K. 
Sherwood, Evans,and Longcor evaluated the contact area form-
ed by drops from a single tip rising through an essentially 
stagnant phase. They were able to plot I versus drop size. 
The coefficient, K, was found to increase with drop size and 
to vary for drops of the same size but of different liquids. 
The larger convection currents in the larger drops caused by 
the surface drag of the continuous phase was offered as an 
explanation of the former effect. Differences in physical 
properties between the two liquids and their effect upon the 
convection currents would account for the different K•s in 
the latter case. 
The use of a volumetric transfer coefficient, Ka, which 
can be evaluated only after the column has been built and op-
erated makes column design rather uncertain. If the de-
signer of a spray column had available means of predicting, 
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for a given type of disperser, the number of tips working for 
a given dispersed phase rate, the drop sizes produced, the 
velocity of rise, and transfer coefficients based on unit area, 
then such column design would be much less hazardous than it 
is now. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present such data for 
the system benzene-water. To simplify the experimental work, 
heat transfer instead of mass transfer between the two phases 
was measured. This, in itself, has some immediate practical 
possibilities in the use of a spray column for direct heat 
transfer between two immiscible liquids without the interposi-
tion of a metal wall. Since the two phases were clear, di-
rect observation of nozzle performance and a photographic 
method of determining the drop sizes were possible. By meas-
uring the velocity of rise of the drops, accurate values of 
the holdup were obtained and with these data the transfer co-
efficient was divorced from the area. The end effect at the 
disperser end of the column was also investigated. 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
The apparatus consisted of a spray column and its at-
tendant storage vessels, flow meters, and interface regula-
tor. Compressed air was used as the means of forcing the 
liquids through the column. 
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To these usual devices were added a steam heater with 
which either feed stream: .could be heated to any desired tem-
perature, a cooler for the benzene leaving the column, and 
a potentiometer which could be connected to any one of the 
twelve thermocouples positioned throughout the column. 
To furnish more detail each unit will be described 
briefly. Schematic drawings of the setup are shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4. A photograph of the column appears in Figure 
.5 • 
Column Prope;: The column was constructed of eight PY-
rex tees like the one shown in Figure 1. The inside dia-
meter of the tees was 2 ! 1/32". Bell-shaped pyrex enlargers 
{2" to 4") were used at both ends of the column in order to 
duplicate Blanding and Elgin•s design. At the top, a calming 
section of 4" pyrex pipe 6" long was added, all of which gave 
an overall length of 84-r inches and an effeotive length {noz-
zle to interface) of 7;". 
All sections were held together with cast aluminum 
flanges. A gasket material of an asbestos-rubber composition 
was used satisfactorily both in the joints and as a cushion 
between flanges and glass. 
Dispersal .Y.!U:S: The 20 tips were made of ~/16" outside 
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diameter capillary copper tubing drilled to an inside dia-
meter of 0.125". Each tip was 0.500 ! 0.005" long and was 
silver-soldered into a piece of 1/4" copper plate 2 5/8" in 
diameter so as to be flush with the bottom of the plate. 
This bottom side was polished to give a perfectly smooth 
juncture between plate and tips. The top end of the tips 
were then beveled (approximately 45°) and final drilling to 
0.125" carried out to insure a constant cross-section. 
A short piece of 2" copper pipe was used as the dis-
persal cylinder. The top plate described above and a bottom 
plate were fastened to it in the manner shown in Figure 2. 
A layer of small glass beads was placed in the disperser cy-
l inder to break up the entering liquid jet and further in-
sure uniform flow through each tip. Pieces of screen wire, 
soldered to the cylinder above and below the beads, held 
them in place. The entire unit was positioned in the bell-
shaped enlarger at the lower end of the column with the tips 
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approximately 1 1/2" below the 2 diameter column proper . 
Overflow~: A piece of 2" copper pipe 2 1/2" long 
was machined down until it sat well in the top bell-shaped 
end section. It was then cemented in place with High Pyeeal 
cement. (The liquid- liquid interface was maintained about 
1 11 above t he top of this weir.) 
.§!l£ Plates: Galvanized plate approximately 1/8" thick 
was used. Brass fittings for the feed and drain lines were 
soldered into these plat es. 
Heater: A st eam chest conta ining differ ent l engths 
(1.5a , 2.0 1, and 3.01) of 3/8 11 copper tubing was constructed. 
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Either the water or the benzene feed streams could be passed 
through any one of these lengths or any combination thereof. 
Provisions were made for maintaining a constant steam preeeure 
in the chest from Oto 35 peig. 
Reservoirs: Two twelve gallon pyrex glass carboys were 
used as the primary feed reservoirs. Their liquid levels 
were maintained constant by feeding in fluid as faet as it was 
withdrawn to feed the column. These ca.rboys operated under 
about one-half atmosphere of gauge pressure. The benzene make-
up came from a 35 gallon drum under 10 psig. while the water 
needed to maintain a constant carboy level came directly from 
the water maino Exit water from the column was eent to the 
drain while the benzene, after cooling, was collected in a 
second 35 gallon drum. 
Benzene Cooler: This consisted simply of a coil of 3/8" 
copper tubing 211 long immersed in a cooling water bath. 
Flow Meters: Two laboratory rotameters, manufactured 
by the Fischer- Porter Company were used. Each contained two 
spherical floats; a glass one for low flow rates and a steel 
one for high flow rates. Calibration curves appear in the 
Appendix (Figure 24). Flow through the meters was controlled 
by means of pinch clamps acting on short sections of Tygon 
tubing inserted in the feed lines just before the rotameters. 
The rotameters were used only to approximate the desired flow 
rates and to indicate constancy of flow. The actual flow -was 
obtained by measuring timed portions of the exit streams. 
Pressure System~ Compressed air varying from 80 to 120 
psig was reduced in pressure to 10 psig. This air was piped 
directly to the 35 gallon storage drums. Air for the glass 
carboys was further reduced in pressure by means of a globe 
valve. Thie air was maintained at a constant pressure by 
means of a leg of mercury through which the excess air was 
constantly bubbled. A layer of water on top of the mercury 
helped decrease fluctuations of the mercury surface. 
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This arrangement provided a very constant pressure for 
the feed streams. This was evidenced by constancy of the 
water rotameter readings. There was some difficulty with a 
slowly decreasing benzene rate 9 but this was not due to pres-
sure variations. The Tygon tubing under the pinch clamp used 
to control the flow rate had a tendency to swell when in con-
tact with benzene. Thie swelling gradually constricted the 
passage for flow and caused a decreasing benzene flow. 
Temperature Indicating Devices: Chromel-constantan 
couples were used since this combination gives one of the 
highest e.m.f .n e per degree of any pair listed in the liter-
ature . One was installed in each of the eight column tees 
and t wo at each end of the column to get inlet and outlet 
stream temperatures. The couples were installed in the tees 
as shown in Figure 1. Small diameter glass tubing and neo-
prene rubber stoppers were used to hold the thermocouple in 
position . The tubing turned upward upon leaving the stopper 
on the inside of the column and projected about 1/41 into the 
column. The couple junction 9 which projected very slightly 
from the glass tubing came into contact only with the con-
t inuous phase flowing down the column. Leakage from the col-
umn through the glass tube was prevented by means of a short 
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section of small rubber tubing. Thie tubing fitted tightly 
over the glass tubing and was pressed down firmly by a pinch 
clamp over the couple leads as they came out of the glass 
tubing on the outside of the column. 
The leads to couples #1, #2, #11, and #12 which were 
situated at the ends of the column were brought out through 
small holes in the gaskets under the end plates. Pressure 
between the plate and the column end section prevented any 
leakage. The inlet benzene thermocouple (#12) was position-
ed inside the disperser just below the tip openings. (See 
Figure 2). 
The chromel leads of all couples were run together to 
form a common lead to the cold junction (ice and water were 
used). The constantan leads were kept separate and were con-
nected to a twelve pole gang-switch which permitted con-
nection of the potentiometer to any single couple. 
Each glass tube holding a couple in the column was ro-
tated 120° from a position directly over the couple below 
it. This was done to minimize whatever turbulence the couple 
installations might have caused (this was observed to be neg-
ligible) and to get a good sampling of the column. The ap-
proximate locations of the couples in the column are shown 
in Figure 3. 
A Leeds and Northrup student•e potentiometer, No. 7651, 
furnished the means of measuring e.m.f.•e. The instrument 
was read to the smallest division, o.oo; millivolt. This 
corresponded to slightly more than o.1°F. Calibration data 
for all the couples appear in the Appendix (Table XI). 
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Linesg Copper tubing of 3/8" diameter was used except 
for the vented leg of the interface level controller. Tygon 
was used here to secure greater flexibility. 
Photographic Equipmentg Photographs were taken with a 
35 mmo camerao Lighting was accomplished by placing an ord-
inary light bulb behind the column and masking it with a large 
piece of filter papero 
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FIGURE 4: DF.AERATOR AND HEATER CONNECTIONS 
USED IN 3ENZENE-qoT RUNS. 
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FIGURE;: Column and Some or the Auxiliaries 
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MATERIALS USED 
Benzene and water were chosen as the immiscible pair of 
liquids to be used. The benzene was a technical grade. The 
water used was ordinary tap water. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The experimental procedure varied somewhat depending on 
whether the water or the benzene feed stream was to be heat-
ed. Figure 3 shows the layout used when the water was heat-
ed and this arrangement will be presumed for the first part 
of the discussion. In all cases the water was the continuous 
phase. 
For some time before any rune were to be made, water was 
drawn from the main to ensure a constant feed temperature to 
the heater. All condensate and non-condensibles were flushed 
out of the heater. These steps were taken in order that a 
constant tAmperature would be maintained in the heated feed 
stream. Arter this, pressure in the carboys was increased 
until a steady bubbling occurred through the mercury leg. 
Water was turned into the column at the desired rate (as shown 
by the rotameters) and at the same time the exit stream from 
the carboy was matched by one from the water main to the car-
boy. This ensured a constant level and, therefore, a constant 
head between the carboy level and the top of the column. Once 
the water rate was established, steam was turned on in the 
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heater. Time was allowed for the heater and the column to 
come to thermal equilibrium, usually about thirty minutes, 
before any benzene flow was started. Similarly to the water, 
the benzene exit stream from the carboy was balanced by an 
entering stream from the 35 gallon storage drum. Water leav-
ing the column went to the drain, but the benzene was cooled 
to approximately so°F, then passed through a settling flask 
which removed any water accidently entrained in it, and fi-
nally sent to the storage drum. Between rune the benzene 
was transferred by means of compressed air from this drum to 
the drum feeding the benzene carboy. 
After starting the flow of benzene to the column, the 
column was allowed to reach a new thermal equilibrium. The 
interface was adjusted to a level about one inch over the top 
of the weir. The time required tor attaining steady state op-
eration varied from about twenty-five to ten minutes depend-
ing upon whether the water rate was low or high, respectively. 
When steady state had been attained, the following were ob-
tained: 
l. Velocity of rise ot the benzene drops. 
2. Photograph of the drops in the section con-
taining couple #e. 
J, Number of disperser tips working. 
4. Flow measurements at three different times 
during the run. These were taken by sim-
ly catching some of the exit streams. 
;. E.m.t.•s of all twelve couples. 
6. Room temperature . 
Velocity !}J.. .B!§!: Velocity of rise could be measured 
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only over a six-inch distance. A drop was timed from the in-
stant of its appearance over one flange to its disappearance 
behind the flange above. This was done at the same section 
where the photographs were taken. Twenty drops were timed 
during each run and the average time obtained. The velocity 
of rise in ft./sec. was then the reciprocal of twice the av-
erage time. 
Photographs: To secure a good approximation of surface 
area available for transfer in the column, photographs of all 
the runs were taken. To correct for the distortion of the 
drop image due to the curved column surface and the water, 
distortion factors were obtained from photographs of glass 
marbles of kno""tGsize taken under the same conditions. The 
prints when enlarged showed distinct distortion depending up-
on the marble•s position in the column. (See Figures 6, 7, 
8 and Table X.) 
The marbles used were about twice as large as the drops. 
Since the camera sees a flat projected area it can probably 
be assumed that the curvature of the drop (as compared with 
the curvature of the marble) has no effect on the distortion. 
Therefore, the difference in size would cause no significant 
error. In fact, since the distortion factor had to be ap-
plied. over a greater portion of the column cross-section 
than that occupied by the standard object, the larger size 
probably gave factors closer to a true average for that 
portion. 
The photographs were enlarged to natural size in all 
dimensions by printing on a curved surface having the same 
~--- -- -· 
FIGURE 6: Effect of Water on the D1stort1on of 
the Glass Marbles. 
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FIGURE 7: Distortion in Positions A and B. 
------ ~ ------- ---- - --
FIGURE 8 ~ Distortion in Positions C, A, and D. 
radius of curvature as the column itself. The marble photo-
graphs and the drop photographs were taken with the same 
camera distance and enlarged to the same size. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to expect that a distortion factor obtained 
by ratioing the actual marble diameter to the measured image 
diameter for a certain location in the column cross-section 
could be applied to a drop image in the same part of the col-
umn cross-section to obtain the actual drop size. 
Distortion factors for the vertical and horizontal di-
rections were obtained, Also, the distortion in a diagonal 
direction (450) was tound from the marbles to permit the 
measuring of drops that happened to be tilted at the instant 
when the photograph was taken. (See Table X, Appendix.) 
The average drop size was obtained trom ea.ch photograph 
by measuring twenty-tour images to the closest one-hundredth 
of an inch. To apply the appropriate correction factor (see 
Table X) the position ot the drop in the column had first to 
be ascertained. At low benzene rates when all of the drops 
were visible (see Figure 9) it was assumed that those drops 
not in one of the two B positions were evenly distributed 
between positions C, A, and D, and the distortion factor tor 
A was applied to all of them. As the benzene rate was in-
creased, drops 1n D were masked from view and were no longer 
measurable. D1stinot1on between A and C was easily made here 
by noting the dropts position relative to drops behind or in 
front of it. At the highest benzene rates only positions C 
and B were used because only the drops closest to the column 
wall could be seen. (See Figure 10.) 
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Number E.!. Tips Working: Since at the lower benzene 
rates not all the twenty tips formed drops it was necessary 
to record the actual number working in order to calculate 
the tip velocity. The number working we.a very much affected 
by the extent to which water had penetrated into and had wet-
ted the tips. Good reproducibility, that is, the same num-
ber working for the same benzene rate, could be obtained by 
turning the benzene rate up high enough to force benzene 
out of all tips, thus removing the water and wetting all the 
tips with benzene. (See Figure 11.) 
Flow Measurements: The rotameters were used only as an -------
indication of the amount and constancy of flow. When the 
hot benzene from the column passed through the cooler, part 
of its small amount of dissolved water separated out caus-
ing the benzene to become cloudy, This water was very high-
ly dispersed and required several hours to settle out, These 
small water particles would preferentially wet the glass 
rotameter ball, increasing the viscous drag on it consider-
ably. This tendency of the water to cling to the glass ball 
in the benzene rotameter caused this rotameter's reading to 
be high and unreliable. The water did not affect the steel 
ball in this manner. Also, a temperature change of 10°F. 
would cause a 2 or 3~ deviation of the rotametere from their 
calibration curves when the glass ball was used. Therefore, 
at three different times during each run, timed portions of 
both the exit streams were measured in a graduated cylinder 
and their temperatures taken to enable the calculation of 
the actual gravimetric flow rates. 
FIGURE 9: Low Holdup and Drop Sizes in a Water-
hot Run. 
2.5 




E.m.f. Measurement: After steady state in the column 
had been attained, e.m.f. measurements were made with the 
four end couples first. These were read first since the en-
tering stream temperatures had to be constantly checked to 
make sure that they were constant. By the previously-men-
tioned precautions (drawing out the water main, elimination 
of non-condensibles in the steam heater, and maintenance of 
a constant flow rate), the inlet temperatures could usually 
be controlled quite closely for a length of time sufficient 
to take all the e.m.f. readings. If either stream changed 
in temperature more than a few tenths of a degree Fahrenheit, 
or if the interface level changed anpreciably, the e.m.f. 
measurements were reneated after column conditions had set-
tled down again. 
~ Temnerature: The temperature of the surrounding 
air ·was taken in order to be able to make allowance for the 
heat loss. The thermometer ·we.s halfway between the two ends 
and about four inches from the column. 
When the benzene wa s the heated stream, difficulty wa s 
encountered due to the decreased solubility of air as the 
temperature of the benzene was raised. Sufficient air would 
be dissolved at the temperature and pressure in the carboy 
to completely disrupt drop formation at the no zzle once the 
air was forced out of solution by the heating. A small deaer-
ator had to be included between the heater and the column. 
(S ee Figure 4). This device consisted of a fla sk having a 
vent through a variable head of mercury. The benzene came in 
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the top and was taken out of the bottom below the liquid 
level. The level was positioned by regulating the pressure 
under which the air was removed from the flask through ad-
justment of the head of mercury over the vent. 
The same difficulty tended to occur in the column it-
self when the benzene came in cold. As it heated up on its 
course through the column, a small vapor bubble would form 
at the top of the drop, which bubble, if allowed to become 
large, would materially affect the velocity of rise and the 
drop shape. To minimize this, the inlet water temperature 
was held low enough to prevent excessive heating of the ben-
zene drops as they passed upward through the column. 
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METHODS OF CALCULATION 
The liquid densities used in calculating the gravimetric 
flow rates corresponded to the temperature of the tlow measure-
ments. Since the benzene leaving the cooler was approximately 
so0r., the density usually used tor it was S4.3 I/cu.rt. 
The specific heat of water was taken to be 1.00 at all 
experimental temperatures. The specific heat ot benzene was 
not considered constant. The value used was entered in the 
tabulation or data even though in most cases the variations 
were negligible. When the temperature or the benzene changed, 
the Cb corresponding to the average tempere.ture was used. 
The runs were numbered in such a manner as to furnish in-
formation on the approximate tlow rates and which entering 
stream was heated. For example, the designation Wl.S3,S means 
the water entered hot and flowed at the rate of 1.; cu.rt/hr., 
while the benzene rate was 3.; cu.tt./hr. B32 means the ben-
zene was initially heated and flowed at a rate of 2 cu.tt./hr. 
while the water rate was 3 cu.tt./hr. The water rate is al-
ways the first number (including the decimal traction, it any) 
atter the letter. The actual tlows usually dittered alightlr 
trom the nominal rates given by the designation. 
When the letter "t" appears in the run designation, it 
means that it was a flooding run. The column was considered 
to be at flooding when the benzene drops began to back up in-
to the lower conical section just above the disperser but had 
not yet progressed tar enough downward to interfere with the 
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drop formation. 
The heat gained or lost by a stream was calculated by 
the usual relationship: 
Q = M x C x At 
The Q used in calculating the transfer coefficient, 
U = _s__, was in every case the heat gain or loss of the ben-
AAtm 
zene. This was done because of the effect of heat loss on 
the enthalpy change of the continuous phase (water). 
The driving force used was the conventional logarith-
mic mean temperature difference even though conditions de-
via.t ed slightly · from adiabatic. The transfer coefficient, U, 
was assumed to be constant over the column length. 
To check on the accuracy of the log mean driving force, 
a rigorous expression was derived in the following manner: 
Let "tw" represent the water temperature, "tb" the benzene 
temperature, and "ta" the air temperature. For the sake of 
simplicity, the water is taken as the hot phase, although 
the method is applicable to transfer in either direction. 
( l) / d~ = MwCwdtw 
( 2) \/ dQb = MbCbdtb 
By making use of a heat loss coefficient based on the 
outside area of the column, ULAL, the differential heat lose 




- ULAL -- = 
Le dLe 
(4) dQL = ULai.Ctw-ta)dL 
The same thing can be done for the heat transferred to 
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where tw2 and tbl refer to the water temperature at 
couple #2 and the benzene temperature at couple #1, re-
spectively, (L = zero at these points), and tw and tb refer 
to the water and benzene temperatures at the position in the 
column corresponding to L. 
Since e.m.f. readings were taken all along the column 
length, tw is known experimentally as a function of length. 
Also, as shown below, ULaL can be rigorously calculated from 
the experimental values of heat loss from the column. (See 
Heat Loss Calculations). Therefore, the first two integrals 
in (7) can be evaluated. The first integral is simply the 
enthalpy gain (or loss) equation, while the second one can 
be found graphically. The third integral is then the dif-
ference between the first two. From the third integral the 
temperature change in the benzene in going from any point in 
the column (position L) to the top can be found. This in 
turn gives the benzene temperature at that point. 
By repeating t he above procedure from point to point, 




u = = 
where the denominator is obtained by graphical inte-
gration. If this is evaluated over the entire column length 
(L = Le) an average U is obtained. 
The coefficient was calculated in this manner for two 
runs, Wl.51.5 and w1.53.5. The U calculated by the rigorous 
method was 52.5 in the first case and 45.5 in the second case. 
(See Table VII, Appendix.) The corresponding U•s from the 
use of a log mean temperature difference were 53.0 and 42.8. 
These results show small differences and evidently the log 
mean driving force is sufficiently accurate in these two cases. 
Due to a lack of time, it was impossible to investigate rigor-
ously runs at other flow rates. However, it is intended to 
apply the rigorous calculation just described to enough runs 
to definitely determine the applicability of the log mean 
driving force under all the experimental conditions. 
The calculation of the transfer area was based on the 
obtaining of average drop sizes from photographs of each run. 
Since the drops assume a form other than spherical as they 
rise (see Figure 9), both the major and minor diameters were 
measured and the volume and surface area evaluated on the 
assumption of an ellipsoidal shape. This assumption is not 
exactly correct even for drops that are not diatorted by 
collision. As pointed out by M1yag1~9) a drop or bubble 
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tends to follow the line of least resistance. This changes 
continually because as the dron flattens during its rise, it 
tends to slip sideways to take advantage of a decreased front-
al area and consequently rises in a helixal course. Therefore, 
the major and the minor axes are continually changing their 
positions in the drop. This effect is, of course, much smaller 
for liquia. drops than for gas bubbles. 
Desnite this effect, the assumption of an ellinsoid was 
considered much more accurate than that of a sphere. The vol-
ume of a sphere calculated from the average of the t'Tiw dia-
meters varied by 10.5% for the largest and 6.5% for the small-
est drops from the volume of the corresponding ellipsoid. The 
differ ence in the surface area was slightly larger, 13.8% and 
8.3%, respectively. 
The following equations we:re used in the calcule.tion of 
dron surface area and volume:(l4) 
4 2 Vn = 3 '71'm r 
5n = 21TmG • 
2 m 
The average deviation of an individ.ual measurement from 
the mean was found in all runs for both the velocity of rise 
and the drop diameter by the following equations:(13) 
a. ct. = !Nil + IN 21 + JN3j + • • • !Nnl 
n 
The av erage deviat i0n of the mean was t hen found by, 
A .D . = 
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The holdup, H, which is the volume of benzene in the 
column, wa s calculated from the velocity of rise, v, the 
effective column length, Le, and the volumetric benzene rate, 




The interfacial a rea in the column, A, neglecting the 
interfac~ was found by using the average drop characteristics 
VD and SD: 
umn. 
A = H x 5r, 
VD 
where H/Vn corresponds to the number of drops in the col-
The following equation was used to calculate the tip 
velocity, Vt: 
a B X 30 .48 X l 
Vt j6oo Tips Working 0.78Sd~ 
~~Calculation: An average heat loss coefficient, 
ULAL, which lumped together the surface coefficient and the 
column wall area was calculated from the experimental values 
of heat loss occurring during the water-hot runs. The heat 
lose was usually negligible in the benzene-hot runs. Since 
ULAt was needed in the calculations checking the accuracy of 
the log mean temperature difference, it had to be obtained 
rigorously and not through the use of a log mean driving force. 
With the water temperatures known as a function of column 
length, a rigorously correct ULAL can be found by the follow-
ing calculation: 
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Since the experimental~ was the relatively small dif-
ference between~ and Qb, and therefore subject to consid-
erable error, care had to be exercised in selecting values of 
QL for these calculations. The water-hot rune were divided 
into groups having approximately the same temperature differ-
ence between the water and the air. The average QL for each 
group was :f'ound by averaging the individual values. A run 
whose QL compared. well with the average for its group could. 
then be used with some degree of assurance as to the accuracy 
of the Qi., value. The actual experimental value of QL was 
used, not the group average. Nine runs were selected and used 
in this manner. The heat loss coefficients for these runs 
and the average ULAL calculated. from them are shown in Table 
IV, Appendix. This ULAL based on nine runs was found to be 
3.9. It was used in all the calculations. The ULAL calcu-
lated by the use of a log mean temperature difference and 
based on ;l rune wae 4.;. Because of the small magnitude of 
the heat losses, the latter value could have been used with-
out serious error. 
Besides the checking of the applicability of the log 
mean temperature difference, the ULAL was also used in the 
calcul~tion of the transfer coefficients for the bottom 
section of the column (approximately the bottom fifth of the 
effective length). In these calculations the temperature 
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change of the benzene in passing through the bottom section 
was found by the following calculation: 
- Qo 
~-~~ 
where~ is for the section between couples #11 and #9. 
To calculate the benzene temperature at #9, Atb was either 
added to or subtracted from the experimentally measured ben-
zene temperature at couple #12 depending upon whether the 
benzene was heated or cooled in going from #12 to #9. 
Since in some cases (only benzene-hot runs) the temper-
ature of the continuous phase was below that of the surround-
ing air, the QL does not always represent heat lost from the 
column. Depending upon the direction of heat flow through 
the column wall, the Qb for the benzene-hot runs was calcu-
lated by one of the following equations: 
~ = ~ + QL when heat was lost from the column. 
~ = ~ QL when heat flowed into the column. 
For all the water-hot runs, Qb = ~ - QL· 
In Table III, for those few runs where heat flowed into 
the column, the value of QL is preceded by a negative sign 
to distinguish it from heat lost from the column. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
DETERMINATION OF THE TRANSFER AREA: ------
Calculation of the area for transfer depended upon two 
things, a knowledge of the dispersed phase holdup in the col-
umn and a value of the average drop size. 
Dispersed Phase Holdup: By getting the velocity of rise, 
the benzene holdup in the column could be calculated as shown 
previously. Although the velocity of rise is primarily a 
function of drop size and flow rates, it also depends upon 
the temperatures of the two phases. Two properties which af-
fect the velocity of rise and which show some change with 
temperature are viscosity and interfacial tension. The vis-
cosity of the dispersed phase is probably of less importance 
than that of the continu ous phase. 
The interfacial tension is important in that it not 
only affects the size of the drop during formation but also 
controls the drop shape. It is the force tending to pull 
the drop into a spherical shape, and it opposes the flatten-
ing effect of the continuous phase on the drop as the latter 
rises. The situation was complicated here because the liquids 
on either side of the interface were not in thermal equili-
brium, the temperature at the interface being at some inter-
mediate value between the temperatures of the two phases. 
Since determinations of rise velocity were not the pri-
mary purpose of this work, the change in velocity as the 
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phases changed temperature was not thoroughly investigated. 
A few observations, some of which are listed in Table I, show 
an ap9roximate variation of from 6 to 11% in velocity from 
the bottom to the top for fairly small continuous phase tem-
perature changes. These data were taken when the water came 
in hot and the benzene drops heated as they rose. 




W41.,2 W22-2 I 
Position in Column t Temp. ~ 1 'Temp. V I I Temp. V 
t (OF•) , , (OF.) (or.) 
Bottom 136.7 0.297 135.0 0.278 131.1 0.176 
1/3 of way up* 0.30.5 137.2 0.29.5 13.5.0 0.183 
Top 139.S 0.314 139.6 0.312 137.6 0.200 
* Position where photographs were taken and the velocity of 
rise timings were made. 
For lower water rates the temperature change of the con-
tinuous phase was much greater, being ;2°F. for the extreme 
case in the run Wl.,54. However, while the increasing tem-
perature decreases the viscous drag on the drop, it also de-
creases the interfacial tension. This causes a more flatten-
ed drop which offers more resistance to movement through the 
water. Therefore, a proportionate increase in rise velocity 
is probably not to be expected with larger changes in tem-
perature from bottom to top. 
For the benzene hot runs where both the benzene and the 
water became colder toward the top, the increased viscosity 
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would tend to slow the drop down while the incr~ased inter-
facial tension would tend to make its rise easier through the 
maintanence of a more spherical drop. No measurements of the 
velocity were made in different parts of the column for the 
benzene-hot runs so no quantitative discussion can be offered. 
It was observed, however, that for both the benzene-hot runs 
and the water-hot rune, the holdup we.a always slightly greater 
at the bottom end of the column and flooding always began 
the re. 
To minimize the error caused by making anoint determin-
ation of a quantity that changed over the length of the col-
umn, all velocity of rise measurements were made at the sec-
tion containing couple #8. This was approximately one-third 
of the way up the cclumn and. probably represented. more closely 
than any other position an average of cond.itinne between the 
top and. bottom. 
Other difficulties in the velocity of rise meaeuremP,nts 
were the short distance over which the ascent was timed and 
the large variation among the individual drops. Thie non-
uniformity of velocity of rise became increasingly evident 
as flooding was approached. However, by taking a large num-
ber of timings (twenty) for each run, a good average value 
wa s obtained, (Se~ nverage deviation data in Tables II and 
III, Appendix, ) 
Since it was possi'ble to observe the drop formation at 
the tips, the fraction of the tips working (see Figure 11) 
and the point at which the formation changed. from "pulsing" 
(single drop formation) to formation from a jet was easily 
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marked. All the tips would be working at a benzene rate of 
about 2.45 cu.ft./hr. (or 0.12 cu.ft./hr.-tip). Jet forma-
tion would begin simultaneously in all tips at a b~nzene rate 
of about 2.6 cu.ft./hr. which corresponded to a tip velocity 
of about 13 cm./sec. At this point there was a rather abrupt 
decrease in drop size and a change of slope in the velocity of 
rise curve. (See Figures 12a and 12b.) 
Average Drop Sizes: As in the case of the velocity of 
rise, these figures are based on a large number of measure-
ments (twenty-four for each photograph). The data and the 
average deviations are shown in Tables II and III in the Ap-
pendix. The small average deviation values and the good 
grouping of points in Figures 14a and 14b indicate that 
these determinations were probably quite accurate. 
Tip velocity, tip size, nozzle temperature, and water 
rate might be expected to be the most important variables 
affecting the drop size. From Figure 14c, it can be seen 
that the drops formed at an average benz,ene temperature of 
1;0°r. were considerably smaller than those formed at an 
average benzene temperature of s;0r. The change in the in-
terracial tension between these two temperatures was pro-
bably the biggest factor causing the different drop sizes. 
Figure l4b and the listings of the diameters in Table 
II show that water rate had practically no effect on drop 
size. However, the shape of the larger size drops was ap-
parently s,ffected by the water rate. (See Figure lS.) 
This effect of water rate on the drop shape was very likely 
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partially caused by a temperature effect. In the water-hot 
runs, as the water rate increased, the temperature of the 
water dropped less as it went down the column. The higher 
the temperature, the lower the interfacial tension, and the 
drop tended to flatten out more. Some of the scattering in 
Figures 14a and 14b is undoubtedly due to this phenomenon. 
The effect was more pronounced. in the larger drop-size range 
and these larger drops were formed in the water-hot runs. 
In the benzene-hot runs, the drops formed were smaller and 
therefore subject to lees flattening. Another factor af-
fecting the ratio of drop diameters is the greater turbulence 
1n the column caused by the higher water rate. More of the 
drops were distorted and this would affect the average dia-
meters which were measured. 
For a given set of liquids, tip size, and temperature, 
the drop size is determined by the tip velocity. For this 
reason, the major diameters were plotted against tip velo-
city for the two different ranges of benzene tip tempera-
ture. (Figure 14c.) As was pointed out above, a decrease 
in drop size occurred as the type of formation changed from 
that of successive single drops at the tip to formation at 
the end of a jet of benzene. Finally, after the Jets had 
reached a certain length, the drops became somewhat more in-
dependent of tip velocity, and the curve of major diameter 
versus tip velocity flattens out. 
AREA TRANSFER COEFFICIENT: -----
The area transfer coefficient, U, was found to be 
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constant and then drop off as the flow rates were further in-
creased. The rate at which U drops off is affected more by 
the benzene rate than by the water rate. This is shown in 
Figures 16 and 17. 
In Figures 17, for the lowest benzene rates of 1.5 and 
2.0 cu.ft./hr., changing the water rate from 1.5 to 6.0 cu. 
ft./hr., a fourfold change, decreases U by only 6%. The same 
thing occurs for 2.5 cu. ft./hr. of benzene until flooding is 
approached at about 4.5 cu. ft./hr. of water. On the other 
hand, at a water rate of 1.5, changing the benzene rate from 
1.5 to 4.0 causes a 31% decrease in U. At the higher benzene 
rates where flooding is approached, the water rate becomes 
much more important. 
This decrease in U as the flow rates increase is be-
lieved due to a decreased efficiency of contact between the 
phases as the holdup increases. Each drop begins to shield 
the drops below so that the water does not impinge upon each 
drop. Drops begin to touch one another as nearly as their 
coating film of water will allow. Small pockets of water are 
undoubtedly carried along with the drops for a short distance 
while often the drops themselves back up. This recirculation 
causes a departure from true countercurrent action. 
Although holdup is the primary factor affecting the U for 
a given set of liquids at a given temperature (see Figures 
21 and 22), plots of U versus holdup show some scattering. 
This is due to the fact that for a given holdup the factors 
mentioned in the previous paragraph do not necessarily enter 
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to the same degree in all cases. For instance, for a given 
holdup with large drops, the degree of "touching" of drops 
would not be the same as for the same holdup with small drops. 
The shielding would also be different. It is probably true 
that, just as holdup can be no criterion of flooding(z), so 
it also cannot be used for an absolute prediction of U. 
Nevertheless, the plots show a fairly good relationship, suf-
ficiently gooa. for most practical purposes. Also, they fur-
nish a means of tying drop size, velocity of rise, and flow 
rates together and expressing U as a function of the combined 
variables. 
The U is somewhat higher when the heat transfer takes 
place from the drops to the continuous phase, the difference 
being about 25% for the lower rate runs (far removed from 
flooding). (Compare Figures 16 and 17; see also Figure 23). 
This effect of direction of transfer may be an artificial 
one caused by the possible non-applicability of the log mean 
temperature difference. This will bi: checked more completely 
lat er. 
A plot of the more conventional volumetric coefficient, 
Ua, against flow rates shows the same relative effect of the 
continuous and discontinuous rates as in the case of U. The 
small effect of water rate is forcibly shown in Figure 20, 
where the transfer was from the continuous to the discontin-
uous phase. Water rate was more im!)ortant, however, when 
transfer was from the drops to the continuous phase. Thie 
is shown by Figure 19 which is a cross-plot of Figure 18. 
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Much higher values of Ua were obtained when the benzene 
entered hot. This wRs a.ue net only to the larger values of 
U in these cases but also the the fact that the hot benzene 
formed smaller drops which resulted in a larger holdup and 
greater interfacial surface. The larger effect of water rate 
in Figure 19 as compared to Figure 20 may also be due to this 
small drop size. Small drops rise less rapidly and are sub-
ject to more recirculation when the holdup increases. 
It was originally intended to determine whether or not 
an end effect occurred at either end. However, in almost 
all cases the driving force at the top was too small to per-
mit any degree of accuracy in such calculations. An error 
in a temperature measurement of a few tenths of a degree 
coupled with the uncertainty in applying a heat loss coef-
ficient be.sed on the entire column length to the bell-shaped. 
end could amount to a large percentage error when the water 
temperature change was only 1°F. or less. Aleo, allowance 
would have to be made for the presence of the interface 
(about O.l of a square foot of plane area) which was neg-
lected in computations based on the entire column length. 
For these reasons the end effect at the top was not 
calculated. At the bottom end where the water temperature 
cha nge was larger and the heat loss a small percent of the 
heat transferred between the liquids, such calculations were 
more feasible. Also, the complication of the interface did 
not exist. The values obtained for U in this bottom fifth 
of t he column showed no marked change from those based on 
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It has been demonstrated that data can be obtained for 
a liquid-liquid spray column which makes possible the calcu-
lation of a heat (or mass) transfer coefficient on a unit 
area basis. The methods outlined are simple in principle 
but rather laborious. In this work alone, approximately 2500 
drops were measured and distortion corrections applied. It 
is believed that the data obtained are of fundamental impor-
tance. 
It is planned to use the procedures outlined for other 
systems. As more and more data of this type accumulate, it 
should be possible to develop correlations of drop size and 
yelocity of rise with the physical properties of the phase. 
Enough data are given in this paper to test the Hayworth and 
Treybal equation for the prediction of drop size. Another 
interesting possibility is the Colburn "J" factor(J) as used 
by Gamson, Thodos and Hougen,(5) and Taecker and Hougen(l5). 
These calculations are planned for the immediate future. 
Four basic conclusions which have been discussed pre-
viously might well be repeated for emphasis. These are as 
f ol lows: 
1. The water rate has practically no effect on drop 
size. This is a valuable extension of the Hayworth-Treybal 
correlation, which was obtained for a stagnant continuous 
phase. 
2 . There is no appreciable end effect at the uoint of 
6L~ 
a_r op formation. No calculations were made for the end ·where 
the continuous phase entered. 
3. The area coefficient, U, was found first to be con-
stant and then to decrease with increased phase rates. This 
is believed due to a decreased efficiency of contact between 
the two phases due to partial obstruction and shielding. In-
creased recirculation may also be a factor. 
4. The area coefficient, U, was found to be a function 
of holdup only, for a particular direction of extraction. 
65 
SUMMARY 
Date, were obtained to uermit the calculation of trans-
fer coefficients for spray columns on a unit area basis. 
Th is entailed the calculation of holdup and transfer area 
f r om measurements of the average a.rep characteristics and 
th0 velocity of rise. 
Drops were found to assume a non-spherical shape (as-
sumed to be ellipsoidal) aA they rose, the major diameter 
of wh i ch, for a benzene temperature of approximately B5°F., 
va ri ed. from 0.35 inch at the tip velocity of 8 cm/sec. to 
0 .26 inch at a tip velocity of 19 cm/sec. At a higher ben-
zene temperature of ap't")rox1mately 150°F. the major diameter 
varied from O.Jl to 0.23 inch between the same limits of tip 
velocity. Water rate was found to have very little effect 
on d.rop size. The ratio of major o.iameter to minor diameter 
was found to be mainly a function of drop size, particularly 
in t h e small drop eize range . 
Two t yp ee of drop formation were witnessed , single or 
"pulsing" f ormation and jet formation. Drop eizes were 
s maller in t he latter car e. 
The tran~fer coefficient based nn unit area, u, was 
found 1'1rst t,o remttin conet&nt and t hen to deorPaee with in-
cr f: asing flow ra tee ( i ncr easing hold.up) while the 1'volumet-
r 1c 11 coefficient: Ua showed the usual increase. Higher values 
of Ua and U were found for transfer from the benzene drops 
66 
to the water than for the case of transfer in the opposite 
direction. In the case of Ua this difference is believed to be 
partially due to the smaller drop size obtained in the ben-
zene-hot runs. 
The U calculated for the bottom of the column showed no 
significant variation from the U based on the entire column 
length. Thie indicates no end effect at the disperser. 
The logarithmic mean temperature difference was found 
to be applicable for two low water rate runs despite depar-
ture from adiabatic operating conditions. The U•s calcula-
ted by means of a rigorous driving force obtained by graphi-
cal integration varied from the U•s baaed on the log mean 
temperature difference for these runs by 1 and 6%. The en-
thalpy change of the benzene was used ae the amount of heat 
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total tran~fer area between drops and continuous 
phase, ft .. The interface area was neglected. 
68 
transfer area between drops and continuous phase 
per cubic foot of effective column volume, ft.2/ft~ 
A/Le, transfer area between drops ,.~nd continuo~s 
phase per foot of effective column length, ft. /ft. 
ar~ for heat loss per foot length of the column, 
ft./ft. 
average deviation of the mean. 
average deviation from thA mean of an individual 
measurement. 
volumetric flow rate of benzene, ft.3/hr. When 
used in a run designation it means the benzene 
entered the column hot. 
specific heat at constant pressure, B.t.u./#-°F. 
inside tip diameter, ft. 
used in the run nomenclature to denote flooding. 
holdup, volume of dispersed phase in column, ft.3 
ov erall area mass transfer coefficient . 
volumetric mass transfer coefficient. 
limit of integration corresponding to any desired 
port ion of L8, ft. 
effective column length. Distance from disperser 
tips t o interface, ft. 
M mass flow rate, #/hr. 
m one- half the major diameter of an ellipsoid, inches. 
INI abs olute difference between an individual measure-
ment and the mean. 








enthalpy change, B.t.u./hr. 
one-half the minor diameter nf an ellipsoid, inches. 
average single drop surface area, ft. 2 
temperature, °F. 
temperature change of a phase,°F. 
logarithmic mean temperature difference, oF. 
overall heat t~ansfer coefficient between liquids , 
B.t.u./hr.-ft. _OF. 
volumet,ic heat transfer coefficient, B.t.u./hr.-
0F. -ft. 
heat loss coefficient based on entire column length , 
B.t.u./hr.-OF. 
heat loss coefficient for unit column length= ULAL.,IL 8 , 
B.t.u./hr.-ft.-OF. 
average single drop volume, ft.3 
drop velocity of rise, ft./sec. 
linear velocity of dispersed phase through the dis-
perser tips, cm./sec. 
volumetric flow rate of water, ft.3/hr. When used 
in a run designation it means the water entered the 
column hot. 









r efers to air outside the column wall. 
refe rs to benzene. 
rofe rs to the single drop characteristics. 
r€fere to t he effective column length from the in-
ter face to the disperser tips. 
r ef ers to heat transferred through the column wall. 
r ef ers to t he disperser tips. 
refers to water. 
refers to couple #1 





(2) 2 . _ 3 
Effective column volume= 0.785 x 144 x 6.08 - 0.133 ft. 
Tip cross-section= 0.785 x (Oi~~5) 2 = 8.52 x 10-5 ft. 2 
1. Calculation of heat loss coefficient, ULAL. 
For Run W22 (Table IV) : 
QL =~LeULa'L(tw-ta)dL = UL~e(tw-ta)dL 
~ 
= uLa'L X Le = -------- X Le 
Le(tw-ta)d.L 
0 f;e From a plot of ( t -t ) versus L, ( tw-ta.) d.L=351 ~F.-ft. w a 
ULAL = ~~~ x 6.08 = 4.8 B.t.u./hr.-OF. 
The average value of ULAL used was that obtained from 
nine such calculations. 
~ 2. Calculation of overall heat transfer coefficient, U, for 
the entire column. 
(a) Based on log mean temperature difference,f1tm. (See 
Tables II and III.) 
For Run Wl. 51 (Table II.) 
~ = MwCw 6tw = 90.7 x 1.0 x (141.1-.1-127.0) = 1550 B.t.u./hr. 
Qb = MbCb~tb = 54.2 x o.430 x (135-3-90.7) = 1140 B.t.u/hr. 
= ( 127. 0-90. 7) - ( 14L~ .1-13,5. 3) o 
( ) = 19.9 F. 
in kl27 .. 0-90. z 
(144-.1-135.3) 
Tip velocity = Vt = _.IL_ x 30.48 x 1 
3600 Tips Working o.735a2 t 
72 
= 06995 30.48 1 6 I 3 00 x 13 x 8.52 x 10-5= 7. 0 cm. sec. 
Le Time of dron in column=~~~~~~ 
Rise Velocity 
= 6-08 =19 12 sec. 
0.318 • 
Benzene holdup in column= H = 36~0 x time of drop in 
column= 36665 x 19.12 = 52.s x 10-4 ft.3 
Number Column -- !L _52 • 8 X 10-4 = 573 of drops in Vn 0.923 x 10-5 
Area= A= Drops in column x Sn= 573 x 2.155 x 10=3 
= 1.24 ft. 2 
1040 2 o ) 
(l. 24 ) (l9.9) = 42.0 (B.t.u/hr. - ft.- F. 
U a _ UA = ( 4 2 • 0 ) ( 1 • 2 4) = 3 9 2 
0.133 0.133 
(b) Based on rigorous integrated driving force. (See 
Table VII.) 
The method used to calculate Table VII is explained 
fully in "Met hoes of Calculation." 
.3 .. Calculation of overall heat transfer coefficient in bot-
tom section of column. (See Tables V ana. VI.) 
For Run Wl.51.5 (See Table V): 
Between couples #11 (or #12) and #9: 
Total heat lost by water minus QL = Heat gained by benzene 
535 ~ 27 = 508 B.t.u./hr. 
Temperature change of benzene 
= o.420 x s!.2 = 14.9°F. 
Benzene Temperature at #9 = Temperature at #12 + ~tb 
= 89.4 + 14.9 = l04.3°F. 
= (124.4 - 8f.4) - (130.3 - ,104.3) = 30.4oF. 
ln 124.4 - 89.4) 
(130.3 - 104.J) 
Area {in bottom section)= Ax 0.212 = 1.97 x 0.212 
= 0. 418 ft. 2 
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~ 508 2 
u = {o.418) (At ) = 9.Ii'.fs 'x 30.z.i'. = 40.0 {B.t.u./hr.-ft. - oF.) 
m 
For Run B61.5 (See Table VI): 
~ .~ ~ + Q,L 
Qb = 1810 + (-10) = 1800 
Remaina.er of the ce.lculation is the same as for Run 
Wl.51.,5. 
For Run Bl.52.5 {See Table VI): 
~ = ~ + Q,L = 1225 + 17 = 1242. 
Remainder of the calculation is the same as for Run 
Wl • .51 • .5. 
D 1ruxu~t era ( 1n. ) 
'Major t.D. (:t~ Minor 
; Major -'0.296 0.006 0.27.5 
0.31.5 0.003 0.2.56 
0.279 0.00.5 0.252 
0.304 o.oo; 0.259 
O.JOO 0.006 0.26.5 
0.301 0.005 o.268 
0.30.5 0.006 o.264 
_ o. 288 0.00.5 0.262 1 o. 295 0.005 0.266 0.300 o.oo, o.264 
::: o. 297 o.oo 0.267 
~ o. 29.5 0.00.5 0.2.52 
0.288 0.004 0.263 
I . 0.288 0.004 0.256 I 
I 0.289 0.005 0.254 
l 0.286 0.006 0.2.51 0.276 0.004 0.2.52 
0.291 0.004 0.256 
o. 246 0.00.5 o. 236 
o. 242 o.oo, 0.227 
0.251 o.oo O. 2L1-3 
0.244 0.004 0.236 
0.236 0.005 .o. 218 
0.249 o.oo; 0.2~1 
o.248 0.00,5 o. 2 6 . 
0.230 0.006 0.231 





I , Vo,ume 




0.004 0 . .593 
0.003 0.710 
0.004 0.710 






0.003 0. 61.iO 
0.004 0.663 
0.003 O. 663 
0.003 0.640 
o.ooa o.64o o.oo 0 • .593 









O . 1J.73 
0.003 
/ 0.369 




: . ., 
Avera~e DroE Characteristics , 
I 
' Column C Qnd1:t j on Surfa~e A5ea Rise Velocity 4.D.(f) ,1 Time 1n Column1 1Benzene31n golumn Drops in Are~' U*** Ua ( ft. xlO } (rt .. /eec .) ( Rise Velocity- '' (eec.) (ft.xlO) Column' ( ft ) 
1 'I! -- ;. .. ____ _,_. _ _s.....; • 
1.837 0.297 0.008 20. 4.5 82.4 1120 2.0.5 66.9 103.5 
1.870 0.280 , o·. 00.5 21.71 87 • .5 11.52 2.16 66 • .5 1080 
1.591 o. 2,56 '~ 0.006 23.7.5 95.7 1613 2.57 57.9 1120 
1.782 o. 242 ·. 0.006 2.5.10 101.2 :c429 2.54 57 .. 6 1100 
1.782 0.221 0.007 27 • .50 110.8 1.561 2.78 b0.3 1260 
1.837 o.213 0.006 28 • .55 11.5.0 1.562 2.87 60.8 1310 
' 
1.782 o.J08 r 0.006 19.7.5 107.0 1.507 2.69 72.0 1460 
1.712 o.274 I .. 0.008 22.20 120.3 1813 3.11 62.6~ 146.5 }· 
1.750 0.2.51 f 0.005 24.20 131.2 1920 3 .:36 66 . .5 1680 f 
1.782 o. 232 0.006 26.20 142.0 2000 3 • .57 61 • .5 1580 
1.837 o.199 0.006 30.55 16.5.5 2250 L~.13 58.5 1820 
1.670 o.182 0.008 33 .40 181.0 2830 4.72 71.9 2560 
, 
1.712 o. 251 0.006 24.20 164 .. 8 248.5 4.25 .59 .1. 1890 
1.712 o. 235 0.00.5 25.90 176.3 2680 4.59 63.1 2180 
1.670 0.224 .. 0.005 27.1.5 184.9 2890 4.83 63.1 2290 
1.670 0,187 0.004 32 . .50 221.3 3460 5.77 69.2 3010 1.591 O.lh6 o.oo 41.70 284.o 4790 7.63 61 • .5· 3540 
1.712 0.074 o.ooz 82.20 560.0 844.5 14.45 30. 7 3340 
1.329 0.203 0.004 29.95 243.5 .5365 7.12 .56.7 3040 
1.220 o.1so 0.005 ?J-80 278.0 6920 8.4.5 51.3 3260 
1.329 0.139 0.003 3.70 3.59.5 7910 10 • .51 41.8 3310 
1.257 0.075 0.003 81.10 667.0 1.59.50 20.05 28 • .5 4290 
1.187 Q.201 ~ O.OOp 30.25 287.0 7480 8.88 51.0 3410 
1. 289 o.169 0.003 J6.00 342.0 78.50 10.12 57.2 4350 
1.363 0.079 0.002 81.10 770.00 16300 22.25 33.2 55.50 ,.. ; 
1.155 0.167 0.004 J6. 40 40L~ . .5 10960 12 • 6.5 43.4 4130 
1.257 Q.069 0.002 88.10 979.0 23400 29. uo 30.1 6650 
***U • Q/A~r6t)m = B.t.u./hr.-ft.Z..oF 
' .. 
1fer of Heat from D1scont1nuous Phase to Continuous 
Stream Temneratures(°F) .tes 
I • Benzene 1 Room ~enzene 1 Water 
ft /hr #/hr #2 #11 #1 #12 Temp. 
1.450 78.9 77.9 99.5 81. 2, 138 .5 86.0 
" " 77.3 93. IJ. 80.0 133.2 88.0 .. " ?6.4 87.7 77.7 141.l 91.0 n II 80.0 87.9 81.2 138.2 91.0 
ti II 77.4 81.i.3 7R.1 129.4 91.0 
II u 74.3 81.J 7u.9 l 2.2 91.5 
1.95 106.0 77.0 111.3 Rl.7 150.9 88.0 
1.94 105.0 75.3 99.5 78.'.3 lil 3. 6 89.0 
1.96 106.h 71J..6 89.8 75.9 137.6 91.5 
II II 71.1.1 86.2 75.2 143 .6 92.0 
II It 74.5 84.0 75.1 139.7 92.0 
ti " 77.4 86.5 77.5 1us.6 92.0 
2.45 133.3 78.7 118.1 84.l 152.0 90.0 
II ti 77.4 110.5 80.l 151.9 89 • .5 
" 11 75.9 98.l 77.2 149.5 90.0 
II 11 74.9 9J.8 75.2 156.6 91.0 
" II 73 .5 89.7 73.6 160.9 9?.0 
" II 75.2 87.9 75.3 160.8 84 • .5 
2.92.5 159.0 80.J 132.1 85.l 156.5 88.0 
2.96 161.0 78.0 121.1 80.-3 157.9 88.0 
II II 75.8 104.7 76.7 1.56.2 89.0 
" II 73.3 101.0 7'3.5 165.7 88.5 
139.6 158, l1-J.415 185.8 77.1 85.5 90.S 
II " 76.5 128.4 78.8 160.4 90.0 
II It 74.2 116.9 74J., 161.4 90.0 
4.oo 217 • .5 77.6 147.2 88.8 160.4 92.0 































c. Q(B .. t, u!hr~ ) Del ta t * No. of T ipe Tip Veloc1ty i! - I21uetere ( 1n. l ~· 
Ben~ene 1Wat?-r Benzene' (l.m.) Working (cm/sec) :< 'Major t.D. (!~ Minor (A.D. (t )' 
;_ Major (M1nor1' 
0.430 -· 1985 1980 14.4 14 10.30 · . o. 296 0.006 0.27.5 o.oo:, 0.736 
o.428 1980 1800 13.8 14 10.30 0.315 0.003 0.256 0.002 0.759 
o.430 210, 2100 14.1 15 9.60 , -- 0.279 o.oo; 0.252 0.004 0.593 
II 1920 1930 13.2 14 10.30 l· 0.304 o.oo; 0.259 0.003 0.710 
II 2080 2080 12.4 13 11.07 0.300 0.006 0.265 0.004 0.710 
" 2580 2285 13.1 14 10.30 0.301 o.oos o.268 0.003 o. 736 
o.431 3060 3160 16.J 19 10.18 '· , I · 0.30; 0.006 Q.264 o.oog 0 .710 
o.431 2990 2960 1.5.2 19 10.18 , - o.288 0.005 0.262 0.00 O. 663 
o.429 2810 2820 12.8 18 10.75 1 o. 295 0.005 0.266 0.004 0.683 ti 2910 3120 14. 2 - 19 0.264 10.18 0.300 o.oot 0 .00'.3 O.?lO 
ti 2890 2950 l ? . 2 19 10.18 E. o. 297 0.00 0.267 0.003 0.736 
0.430 3390 3260 9.6 18 10.75 I o. 29.5 o.oo, 0.252 0.003 0.61.J.O 
I 
o.430 3600 3890 15.5 19 12. 80 ! 0.288 0.004 0.263 0.004 0.663 
ff uo70 u225 11.J.. 6 " • 
., 
0.288 0.256 l . 0.004 0.003 O. 663 
" IJ.135 414.5 13.6 
I 
" .. l 0.289 o.oo; 0.254 0.003 0 . 640 • 4450 4-670 11.7 n ! 0.286 fl 0.006 0.251 o.ooa o.64o 0.432 4970 5020 10.7 " .. 0.276 0.004 0.252 o.oo 0.593 
II 4280 4920 I 11.1 " I( 0.291 0.004 0.256 0.003 O. 663 I 
0.1.1-30 47.50 4880 12.l 19 (Jet)** 15.3 I o·.246 0.005 0.236 O. OOJ o.454 
u 5250 S37S I 12.4 n " II o. 242 o.ooi 0.227 o.oo~ 0.402 
II 5300 ,goo 12.s .. N n i 0.251 O. 2L~3 o.oo o.oo o . 454 
" 5930 6 00 11.2 II " " I 0.244 0.004 o. 236 0.004 o .418 
o.432 5710 5850 12. 9~· 19(Jet) 17.8.5 0.236 0 .005 .o. 218 0.004 0.384 1.1 
0.1.i.32 6JRO 6550 11.3 11 " " o. 249 0.005 0. '2~1 o.ooi o.436 1.2 
o.430 67JO 6920 9.37 20(Jet) 17.93 o.248 0.00,5 o. 2 6 o.oo o.JJ.73 1.3 . 




7800 8.8 II II II o. 239 0.004 0.244 0.003 o . tL19 1.: 
- ... ..... _. __ - -- --
~-
*For hPat tran~fer to Yater. 
**Mechanism of dro.., formation changed. from ai.ngle, pulsint1: 
for:nation to formation at the ena. of a Jet of benzene. 
I • J 
----~-
Transfer of Reat from Continuous Phase to Discontinuous . 
.•• '"1 j 
! 
Plow Rates 1 1Strea.m Temperaturee(°F) 1 ·.,, ,·:~· · . ;.. nsametere( 1n.) I I Volume ~ Surf~ c 
~enzene Water Benzene Room .. c_,..; Q,(B.tu/hr) Delta t* No.of Tips T1p Velocity 1_. · ' AD (+) AD <'>' J . (rt~,ao5) .· ( rt~ 
~/hr ft /hr #/hr #2 #11 , #1 #12 Temp. ; Benzene 'Water Benzene' (l.m.) Working (cm/sec) J._J. Major (Major) Minor · (Mi~o;) : . · 
~~-7 0.995 50.2 144.l 127,0 135.3 90.7 92.5 , o.430 1550 1040 19,9 13 7.60 "r.· 0.332 0.006 o.282 0.004 ·· 0.923 · -- 2.1 
., 1.493 a1.2 144.l 124.4 13s.2 a9.4 94.o : 1787 170.5 16.3 16 9.27 0.334 0.005 o.288 0.004 o.956 2.1 
2.00 108.8 143.7 118.5 137.6 90.9 94.5 ·~ 2285 2180 14.2 16 12.40 - 0 .320 0.004 O .275 0.004 0.840 2.0 
: 2.4lr 132.9 142.2 107.6 134.1 82,7 88.0 11 3140 2935 15.0 20 · . , ' .12.10 . 0.323 0.005 o.285 0.004 0.869 2.0 
2.96 161.0 142.4 103.3 134.6 81.i..o 91 •0 .. 3.545 3500 12.6 2o(J~t)** 11.i...70 · 0.274 0.004 0.253 0.002 0.553 1 • .5 
" J.4o 1s5.o 1u1.7 98.1 133.7 85 .; 88 •0 I ti 3955 38'.30 10.2 20 · .. 16.8.5 0.264 o.oos 0.240 0.003 o.493 1.4 
1 .2 J.s6 210.0 13s.9 s6.9 129•2 80 • 0 80 . 0 I 4730 4ZL5o s.2 20 " · _19.16 . 1 0.263 • 0.004 0.2;0 0.003 0.512 1.4 
f · I • . 
s.3 o.995 · S4.2 146 . . 1 132.9 138.9 82 •2 80 •5 l o.~30 1560 1320 22.2 12 s.23 Ir 0.347 o.oo; 0.292 0.003 1.076 2.3 
9.6 l.l.14 78.3 146.4 127.9 139.1 82.5 81.0 - . " 2210 _ 1890 20.8 16 8-93 , . 0.349 0.004 Q.272 0.003 1.004 2.2 
fL9 1.87 101.7 1u7.7 12.IJ..5 140.5 83 •8 81 .5 2?6o 2480 19.3 19 9.75 ·I 0.346 0.006 0.274 0.004 1.004 2.2 o.o 2.44 · 132.s 14LJ..1 114.o 138 •0 78 .6 8u.o : 3680 3350 17.4 20 12.10 I 0.332 o_oo4 o.278 . 0.004 0.923 2.1 
?.8 2.96 161.0 11.J.1.i.1 111.9 1'38.7 83 .9 85.o 11 39.50 · 3790 13.7 20(Jet) 14.6.5 j o.28.5 0.005 0 .259 0.003 o.617 1.6 
0.2 ).)3 181.0 144,7 10,5.6 140.0 82.) 85,5 ,, H 4760 4480 11,_5 20 ' ti 16. 5 0.266 0.00 Q.247 Q,QQ 0.553 1.5 
2.a 3.51 191.0 144,8 102.6 139,0 83 •1 85,5 5170 4580 11.3 eo " 11J2 · 0.263 o.oot o.244 o.ool o.4925 1.4 
.7 1.06 ,·. __ 57,.S 141 1 6 132.3 135.7 82 .9 e.s.o I o.430 1710 l 1310 20.3 12 a.77 0.357 0.007 0.265 0.005 0 .990 2.3 
6 1.4,5 7R.7 141.3 129.3 136,5 83.4 85.0 : 220.5 ·· 1800 18.1 15 9.60 0.337 0.006 Q.267 O.OOS 0 .947 2.1 
II 1.97 106.9 142.3 126.8 l'.37 0 5 81.0 87.0 1· f1 28.50 2600 ,18,0 17 11.48 0.327 0.00,5 0•275 0.004 0.892 2.1 
u 2.40 130.2 14h.O 125.3 140.S 82 4 90.5 ' · 435 3260 15.6 19 12.22 0.329 0.005 o.277 0.002 0.923 2.1 
11 2.90 157.3 143.5 121.5 i40.8 83:4 88.5 1 : ~o4o 3880 13.3 2o{Jet) 14,38 0.293 0.006 o.24.5 0.004 0 .612 1.6 
U ).)2 180.0 143.1 116.5 140.0 82.9 90.0 !, • II 4820 4430 lJ.l 20 II 16.4.5,,. - - Q.265 Q,QQ!5 Q.236 0.003 0 . 493 1.4 
.5 J.60 ·196.0 139.2 112.2 135,7 81,6 88.0 1 4925 4560 12.LL 20 11 17.85 0.267 0.002 Q. 240 0.004 0.530 1.4 
_ .o 1.024 .55.B 140.2 134.6 131.!,7 84.l 88.0 o.~30 1316 1215 20:2 11 9.2.5 O .353 0.005 0.270 0.004 1.004 2 .2 
'fl 1.505 82.0 140.3 132.l 1J5.9 85,0 8$.0 II ~~i.5 1790 18.0 · 15 9.9) 0 .J48 0.005 ().276 Q,QQJ 1.040 2-'.3 
1.99 1oa.1 139.4 128 .3 13u.4 80 •0 87 • .5 " o 25ao 1--9.2 19 10.40 o.338 0.005 o.276 0.004 o. 985 2. 2 
.o 2J±.4 132.3 140.8 1?6.3 138.6 77.8 83.0 " 34..50 J460 14.9 20 ~10 Q.321 0.005 o. 269 0.004 0 .840 2 . 0 
.o 2.96 161.0 13s.1 121 . .5 13u.s a1.2 97.0 .. l96~o 3710 14.7 20(Jet) Vi,.70 0.306 0.00.5 0.262 0.004 0 .759 1.R . o 3. 2.5 176. 2 142. o 122. o · 139. 8 79. 2 80 • .5 0 4590 11. 7 20 " 16 .11 0. 270 0. 004 o. 243 0. 003 0. 530 l. l~ 
.o 1.02s 5.5.8 136.6 132.1 132.5 76.4 e.s.; I o.~3o 1if,o ~3505 19.7 11 9.27 0.3.50 0.007 o.267 0.004 1.004 2. 2 
1.45 78.6 142.0 134.9 13e.2 77.1 s2 • .5 ; .. 2850 2~370 19.7 I\.; 15 9.56 0/337 o.oo; 0.273 0.003 · 0 . 947 
1.88 102.0 140.9 131.4 13a.o rz.4 92.5 1 .. 17.4 , 19 9.81 o.338 0.006 o.267 0.004 o. 947 
.o 2.43 132.1 13s.4 127.3 135.0 79.s· s7 . .5 l , .. JJLLo 3140 16.6 20 12.05 0.329 0.006 0.269 0.004 0. 892 
.0 2.86 1.55.0 141.6 127.3 l'.39.B 71-8 at.a I " t~ 20 · tits lh.3 20(Jet) 14.20 i o.312 0.007 0.264 0.003 0.759 
3.03 1611.3 11.to.5 126.0 139 • .5 79.5 84.o .180 2 o 11.s 20 u 1.5.00 o.2s2 0.006 0.254 0.00:3 0.593 
.o 1.03a 56.2 143.4 139.5 140.9 03.e 90.o 0 ·~30 1410 1355 17.0 12 a.60 I 0.340 0.006 0.254 0.004 o .87.5 
1 • .505 s1.6 142.6 136.9 140.5 e4.9 91.0 ,. ~9°tg . .. ~~5~ 15.5 17 8.78 ·/ 0.331 0.007 0.267 0.003 o.s92 1.98 107.4 141.J.3 136.3 142 6 84.1 o2 0 " , a.., 15.3 20 9.81 ,, 0.312 0.006 0.261 0.004 o.?S9 
2.43 131.s 141.1 132.7 1 40 ·, 8u.o 89·5 " 326° 3200 12.7 19 12.70 , 0.312 o.oos 0.2.57 o.oo:, 0.7.59 
2.73 148.9 141.2 131.0 it.i.o: 4 eJ.2 93 : 5 __ , __ 369o 3640 13.3 2o(Jet) 13.53 0.291 0.005 0.254 0.003 o .64o 
.:;or heat transfer to b~nzene. . . " 
echanism of drou formati .. 
'. in{; formation to· f on changed from Ringle pule-
, · ormat1nn ... t th ' · benzene. · ~. f' end of a Jet of 
74 
AvP.ra~e Drou Characteristics 
....,. Column Cond1t1bns !rea. Rise Velocity .A.D.(f) 
0 ) (ft./aec.) (Rise "teloeity) Time 1n Column' 1Benzen~ 1n Column Drops in Area• U*** Ua 
- ;.\~,. '.,:.. ( seo.) ( ft x104) Column ( rt2 >' -~-··.;; ~ ... . 
5 0.31s 
;, l 
0.007 19. J2 52.8 57'.3 1. 24 'lt-2. 0 :390' I'. 
'35 0.292 . .~ 0.007 20.8'.3 86.4 903 1.~.07 53.0 785 t 
t 0.261 ' t 0.006 23.30 129.4 1540 :r.10 49 .6 1210 ) . 0.257 0.006 23 .67 160.4 1850 ; • 83 51.2 l.540 
L o.218 f. 0.007 27.90 229.3 4150 6.27 44.J 2180 
) o.186 ' 0.006 32.70 309.0 6270 8.78 42.8 2960 
~ Q.147 0.003 41.30 h4'.3.0 86(..0 12.43 43 .2 4220 
3 0.313 0.006 19.42 ·.• 5'.3. 7 500 1.19 50.0 468 
~ o.289 
o .. oo; 21.04 84.2 838 1.91 47.5 712 
0.273 0.005 · 22.30 115.8 1152 2 .63 48.8 1010 
~.5 0.2.53 0.008 24.00 162.8 1763 3.70 52:0 1.510 
5 0.20s 0.007 29.20 240.0 3890 6.32 43.a 2160 
LO o.185 0.005 32.90 304.o 5500 s .30 47 . 0 3060 ,o o.149 0.004 40.80 398.0 8080 11.30 36.0 3200 
23 0.292 0.009 20.a5 61.3 620 1 ·• l.J,4 44.8 SO? 
,0 o.281 0.008 21.6.5 87.2 920 · 2.01 49 .6 782 
0 0.257 0.007 23 .65 129.J 14.50 3.05 47.3 11is 
5 o. 2h2 0.007 25.10 167.3 1810 J.90 .53.6 16 0 
~ ,· 0.175 o.oog 34.75 279.5 4570 7.40 39.5 2300 
)0 0.145 o.oo 41.90 3R6 • .5 7850 11.00 32.4 2800 
~4 Q.127 0.004 47.90 '179.0 9040 13.33 27 .6 2890 
\ I 0.007 19.95 56.1 565 30 0.305 1.29 46.7 473 
' 30 0.29; 0.009 20.63 86.3 830 l.9J .51.3 780 
}0 o. 281 0.00.5 · 21.6.5 119 • .5 1215 2.72 49.4 1057 
LO o. 218 0 .009 ~ 27.90 189.1 2250 4...52 .51.3 1820 
ro 6:T93 0.003 31.;o 2.58.8 3410 6.37 39.6 1980 
?O 0.137 0.003 44.JO 400.0 7550 11.13 35.3 3090 
30 o. 284 0 .009 21.40 .58.2 .579 1.32 51.8 546 
30 o. 258 . 0.006 2~.57 94.9 1002 2.18 47.J 777 
~o o. 246 j 0.007 2 .75 129.2 136.5 2.98 51.5 1155 
)0 0.1~3 J 0.006 33.20 211.l . 8 2290 4.60 41.2 1425 0 O. l :3 0.006 42.5.5 338.1 4460 s.33 34.6 '2170 
l o.123 J 0.004 49.40 416.0 7010 11.28 Jl.9 2710 
150 0.284 0.006 21.40 58.2 665 l.63 48.8 598 
,)Q 0.243 0.009 25 .oo 104 • .5 1170 2.46 51.2 947 70 0.20a 0.005 29.23 161.0 2120 3.96 44.6 1330 ,o 0.1.5.5 0.007 39.20 264 • .5 3485 6.52 38.J 1880 
0 0.136 ' 0.006 44.70 339.0 5300 8.85 30.6 2040 
**'*U • Q/A (~t)m = B.t.u./hr.-ftf -OF. 
/ 
Table IV --Calculation of Heat Lose Coefficient, ULAL. • 
Note: Since the experimental Q... was the relatively small 
difference between ~ and Qb, dtre had to be exerc'ised in 
selecting values of ~L for the calculation of ULAL. The 
water hot runs were divided into groups having approximately 
the same log mean temperature differP-nce between the water 
and the air. The average QL was calculated for each group. 
A run whoee QL compared well with the average for 1te group 
could then be used with ·some degree of assurance as to the 
accuracy of the QL value. Since the heat loss was usually 
negligible in the benzene-hot rune, nonP. of them waS' used 














1.42 _ 4. 0~ f 4 . 7 j j . L~ 2 6 . 0 8 _ "' 
135.9 ( ~34.5 132.1- 1~.5 Run: W2i 
ta.= 81.,5 
QL = 280 
tw..,,..147.7 14~.9 144.2 142.J 140.5 138.2 
(L -
,JO (tw~ta)dL~ 0 49.2 91.8 13J.1 172.9 211.5 
ULAL = 280/351 x 6.08 = 4.8 - -




~ = 2.50 
- - · l· - - -
141.3 140.5 139.; 13s.o 136.7 135.5 1134.1 131.3 126.a 
- -
41.4 77.6 113.~ 147.5 181.l 213.9 f 246.1 277.0 305.4 
- •· } . L- -
Run: w32.5 i t~l44.o 143.0 142.2 141.2 139.8 138.5 137.1 lJ4.6 131 . 0 125.J ta= 90.5 L , 
QL = 175 Ctw-ta)dL-+- 0 39.6 74.4 108.6 142.2 174.9 206.7 237 .2 265.8 291.J 0 
- .... · - t - - - . -Run: W33 . tw__._ 14J.5 142.2 141.4 
ta : 88.5 1L 
' QL = 160 · (t -t )dL-+ 0 ' 40.7 76.J lllol 145.J 178.8 
0 w a 
135.5 . 132.s 12e.5 121.5 
211.1 · 241.7 270.2 295.0 
J . ... 
- - .. ·-
Run: W52 
ta= 82.5 
QL = 180 
tw-+-140.9 140.4 140.0 139.5 138.7 138.6 138.1 J: ( t,,-t .. )dL-- O . 43. 6 82. 2 120. 5 158. 5 196 .1 2J3 .s 
ULAL = 180/341 x 6.08 = ~.2 ·, . . ' .... ..... -- .__ -- ..... ·-------,--. 
Run': w.52. 5 . · \r; 138. 4 
ta. = · 87 .,5 (L 
QL~ = 2oq. ; 0.Ctw-ta.)dL~·,bo .:, 
ULAL ~ 200/293 x 6.08 = 4.1 
-
.. ~"' -' - --:. ' 
137.5 137.2 136.9 135.7 1J5.6 135.0 
J7.. 9 71.4,;: 10~. 6 >. lJ7 ~4t, '169. 8 201,. 9 
136.9 135.2 131.4 
270.s 307.1 341.1 
13.Z .. 1 127 .3 . 









Q,L = 195 
141.1 140.8 140.l 139.4 139.1 138.3 
43.0 81.l 118.9 1;6.3 193.2 229.9 
- i 
1 1)6.9 133.7 127.3 · 
I 
U~L: 195/332 X 6.08 = J.6 
Run: W62 
ta= 92.0 
QL = ,200 39.2 
- - -
143.9 1~3.3 142.2 
74.o 103.5 142.7 176.7 210.4 
- -
Run: w1.53.5 tw~l41.7 136.l 132.3 127.7 123.2 · 118.4 -114.2 
ta • 88. 0 · {L 
QL = 125 )o (tw-ta)dL~ O .38.4 69.5 97.5 122.5 144.1 163.3 
ULAL = 125/200 x 6.08 = J.8 
....... -- .... -
265.9' 300.3 331.9 • I 
-
141.s 139.8 136.3 
I 24'.3.8 276.4 307.2 •• 
. 109.0 103 .. 5 




' . . . 




I, ..... . ; 
' • 
culat1on of Heat Transfer Coeff1o1P-nt 1n Bottom Section for 
t Transfer from Continuous to Diecontinuoue Phase. 
ection =~or 0.212 of the effective column length. 
Heat Los.a. .. tQ. ~ 
i1ates(#/hr) Water Temp. Room Delta t QL · 








































































132.9 137.0 ao., 
127.9 134.5 81.0 
124.0 132.5 81.5 
114.0 12;., 84.0 
109 • .5 123.0 85.0 
10.5.6 120.6 85.5 
102.6 118.3 85-5 
132.3 136.6 85.0 
129.3 135.6 85.0 
126.8 134.l 87.0 
125.3 134.6 90.5 
121.s 132.s 8s., 
116.9 131.9 90.0 
112.2 127.4 88.0 
134.6. 137.b 88.0 
132.1 136.3 88.0 
128.J 133.9 87.5 
126.3 134.9 83.0 
121.5 
122.0 13;.o ao.5 
133.2 135.9 88.5 
134.9 139.1 s2 • .5 
131.4 136.9 82.5 
127.3 134.0 87.5 
127.3 136,9 84,0 
126.0 136.6 84.o 
139,.5 141.7 90 • .5 
136.9 139.8 91.0 
136.3 141.5 92.0 
132.7 138.7 89 • .5 
131.0 138.4 93.5 











































































Heat Lost by Water (Br.) C Temn. Changes Benzene Temp. 













































































































8 • .5 
11.5 



















































0.420 2.2 32.0 
n 2.9 29.4 
o.427 5.2 40.2 
" 6.o 37-8 









































































s. . ...,.;-: ·- ,...._ - - -:- ---- ~~---.J.~-·--.... ~- __ ...,_._ __ _ . . . . . 
. .,., ...... ~ 
••·;ihe heat gain of the benzene = totai heat loet by water minus ~ • 
• ***Temperature change 1n benzene= heat gain of the benzene divide~ 






















Delta t Ar#lt** U= Q/A~tm U***** 




















































































































































****Area= 0.212 x total 
area in columm. 
tHHHH:- }oe:f'f1c1ent based on 
•mtire column. (From Table II) 




ula.t11'>n of Heat TranAt'er Coefficient in Bottom Section for 
Transfer from Discontinuous to Continuous Phase. 
ect ion = W or O. 212 of the e_ffect 1ve column length. 
Heat Loss to Air Enthalpy Changee(Bh;:u·) C 
r 
Ra tee(# /hr) Wat er T em:p • Room DAlta t Qi..* · 
T em"O • Changes Ben7,ene Terip. i **** 
zene Water #11 #9 Temp. ( 1. m. ) (B • t. u ,ll'r. ) Water Benzene** Water Benzene•** #12 #S(Calo.) 
Delta t Area U= Q/AAtm U***** 
Benzene . (l.m.) ( ft2) r . 
R.9 91.9 99-t 90.2 a6.o - - i 
12?.9 93. 8.5.2 SR.O 
•, 855 855 0. LJ.40 9.3 24.6 138 • .5 113.9 
" . 30.9 o.436 63.a 66.9 - -
186.1 87-7 81.5 91.0 - - 1007 1007 o.~5 8.2 29.4 133.2 103.s 
27. 7 0.458 79. 66.5 
242.5 87.9 - 91.0 - - 1153 1153 0. 0 6.2 33.2 141.l 
107.9 37.9 0.545 55.9 57.9 
301.0 84.3 ?9.9 91.0 - - - - - - 138.2 - -9 
0.538 - S?.6 - 1324 13"4 o.435 4.1-~ 
,. 
369.5 81.3 76.4 91.5 -12.5 -10 
38.6 139.4 100.8 r 35.4 0 • .590 63 .5 60.3 
1810 1800 0.433 4.9 52.1 1~2. 2 . 89.5 31.2 o.608 9L~. 8 60.8 
6.0 89.5 111.0 97.7 88.0 15.4 1:3 
5.5 12,.3 99.5 - 89.0 - - 1190 12C3 0.445 13.3 2h. 9 154.8 
129.9 37.8 0.570 54.5 72.0 
6.4 18.5.0 ~9.8 91. 5 




7R.9 92.0 - - - - - - -
I, - 0.712 - 66.5 
-
304.0 84.0 77.9 92.0 -10.8 - 9 
1752 1752 o.44o 7.3 37.5 143.6 106.l 40.2 0.756 57.5 61.5 
372.0 86.5 79.6 92.0 -13,8 -11 
I 1855 1846 o.435 6.1 39.9 139.7 99.8 l6.3 0.876 .58.0 58.5 
I 2570 25.59 o.438 6.9 51.i.9 155.7 100.8 0.3 1.000 63.5 71.9 
3.3 91.4 118.1 104.7 90.0 20. 6 17 I 122.8 108.9 94.3 89 • .5 10.6 9 1225 121J2 o.448 13. ZJ. 20.9 152.0 131.1 ( 30.0 0.900 46.2 .59.1 It 187.2 98.1 85.1 90.0 179) 1802 0. 4L~5 11-l-. 6 30.4 152.4 122.0 35.2 0.973 52.8 63.1 - - I 
235.1 9J.8 80.9 91.0 - - I 
243.5 2435 o.44o 13.0 L~l. 5 149.5 108.0 3.5.3 l.02h 67.4 63.1 
306 • .5 89.7 77.9 92.0 - - 3160 3160 0.4hO 12.9 53.9 156.6 
10".7 49.0 1.223 6h.2 69.2 
336.7 87.9 76 . .5 84.5 
I 3620 3620 o.44o 11.8 61.8 160.9 99.l 1.3 1.618 54.2 61.5 - -
' 
I . 3suo 3840 o.44o 11.4 65 )i- 160.8 9.5. 4 
4.0.0 3.065 Jl.J 30.7 
59.0 91.5 132.1 114.7 
• 
88.0 35.0 29 ~ 1.0 121.8 121.1 100.1 88.0 20.7 17 1593 1622 
o.450 17.4 22.7 1.56.5 133. 8 21.7 1.510 49.6 56.7 
1.0 183.4 104.7 89.0 
I . 2555 2.57? 0.450 21.0 3 .5 • .5 157.9 12?.4 
28 .8 1.791 50.0 ~1.:, 
- - - • 




I 4950 u.950 o.44o . 23.1 69.8 16.5.7 9.5.9 
36.7 LJ..? 50 31.s 
.. 
28.5 
5.8 91.3 140.2 122.4 90.5 hO.O 31 I 
~ 18.l · 1.880 
123.0 128.4 10.5.2 90.0 25.1 21 1626 16S? 
o.450 17.8 19.9 159.4 139.5 49.0 51.0 
157.7 116.9 84.6 90.0 285.5 
2816 o.450 23.2 3~.JJ. 160.4 126.0 
26.0 2.14.5 51.6 .57.2 
- - ?6. 7 4.720 509.5 5095 0.4hO 32.3 62.3 161.4 99.1 40.4 3'.3. 2 
7.5 91.2 147.2 132.2 92.0 47.0 39 I . I 13.5 2.690 119.'.3 lhO. 6 110.2 90.; '.32 .8 27 1368 140? o.450 1.5.0 14 .4 160.4 146.0 39.2 4'.3.4 3625 J6S2 0.450 30.4 , J?.4 161.4 124.0 17.1 6.230 34.2 30.1 
I 
**Enthe1 luy change of benzene = Algebraic sum of enthalpy che.nge ****Area= 0.212 x total drop 
tl2" ;3.9 xDelte. t( ). Heat loss 1s considered pos1t1ve, ! of water ant Q,L· area in column. l.m. *****Coefficient based on the 
Y column is considered negative. Q(Loes)waa neglected when ***Temperature change of benzene= Enthalpy chanre of benzene 
entire column. (From Table III) 
umP-r1cally less than 10. 
divided by (# /hr of benzene :x C of benzene). 
T 
., 
Table VII--Invest1gat1on of Applicability of Logarithmic Mean 
· Temperature Differenc~. 
Run: w1.51.5 . 
Water Rate= Mw = 90.7 #/hr. 
Benzene Fate= Mb= 8~.2 -#/hr. 
A = l.973_ft~ 2 
as= A/Le - l.9?j = 0.325 _!! 
;.08 ft 
Room temperature= 94.0°F 
( t,,-ta) ;:; ( t..,-ta)dL 
.t L 
Couple I Exp. Smoothed ill, (ft) 
' fw2 
( tw2-tw). /t.,, f\.,Cwdtw 
1 138.2• - 0 
2 144.l 144.l O 
3 142.3 142.4 0-. 75 
4 lL~0.8 140.6 1.42 
5 138.? 138.7 2.08 
6 _ 136.7 136.8 2.75 
7 134.7 134.8 3.42 
8 133.1 132.7 _ 4.08 
9 130.2 130.2 4.75 
10 126 . 8 127 . 4 5 . 42 · 







11 .. 4 
lJ .9 
16.7 





















1.2 89.4* - 6.08 
*Benzene temperatures at the ends of the column: 
**This water temperature was obtained from the best 
. tw versus L. 
·•**Calculated benzene temperatures. 
curve on a plot of 













. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Run: Wl.5'.3 • .5 
Water Rate= 90.7#/hr. 
Benzene Rate= 185 #/hr. 
133-7* - 0 
141.7 141 . .5 0 0 
136.i 136.6 0.75 4.9 
132.3 132.0 1.42 9.5 
127.7 127.7 2.08 13.~ 
123.2 123.1 2.75 18.4 
1.18.4 118 . .5 6.4,2 23.0 
114.2 114.0 .08 27 • .5 
109.0 109.0 4.75 32 . .5 
103.5 103.7 5.42 37-8 
98.1 98.1 6.08 43."4 
85.5* - 6.08 
··---·--.-;.,,.-- • ·v 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A = 8.78 
as= A ~ 8.78 = 1.443 
Le~ 



















































Cb t1i.v1,dtb (~1-~> 
- -
0 0 
0 .~.44 131 3.6 
0 • 4L~J 27.5 , 7. 6 
o.442 427 . 11.9 
0.440 .580 16. 2 . 
o. 4:39 744 20.8 
o.4JS 918 25.8 
o.427 · 1127 31.7 
0.436 1367 :38 .6 
0 .4J4, 1719 48.? 
By rigorous methoa: lJ -





lJ.O. 6 10.0 
126.3 12.4 
12~,i 14.i . 
117. 17 . . 
112.4 . 21.3 
106 . .5 23.7 
99.6 27.8 
89.5 _ 3u..9 
89.5 -
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 
0 133,7 
0 0 .o.'. 133.7 .:.. . - • f 
24. o.44o Ll-19 5 .. 1 128.6 e.o 
44 o.439 818 10.1 121.6 s·.4 
62 O.hJ8 J.190 11.}. 7 119.0 9.7 
78 o.437 1592 19.7 , 114.0 9.1 
92 0. L~36 1998 24.8 108.9 9.6 
104 o.Li3.5 2390 29.7 104.0 10.0 
1111 o.434 2835 35.) 98.4 10.6 
122 o.432 JJ08 41 .. 4 92.J 11.4 
128 o.4J8 3si2 48 .. 0 85.7 12. 4 85,1 
' -
By ~1goroue method~ ~ u = 83 . = 4.5. 5 





~·: ·~ . • . 
~ . ' ...... 
,,_ 
a'(tw~\,l · 1 a'(tw-tb )dL 
- 0 
2 . .53 1.66 
3. 25 - 2.60 
4.0.3 5.00 
· 4. 71 ?.95 
5.66 11.43 





. . . • • • • r • .. . . 
·, 
~ .. ~ . .. , 
_'fa,:l.il o. ~·-- ... - t , -
11 .. 5 : ' 8,5 
12.3 16.3 
12 .. 6 24 • .S 
13.1 33.2 
13.9 '· 42.l 
14.4 51.5 
1.5.3 61.5 
16 • .5 72.1 
17.9 8J.6 
'\. -,, . -fi; 
. . . . . . . . 0 • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
$ , 
Table VIII--Point Temgeratures for Runs in which Heat was Transferred 1 80 
. frc;,M the ontlnuous Phase to the Discontinuous Phase (OF.) . 
THEW' ('!COUPLES 
'#1 #2 #3 #4 - #5 #6 #7 ,a---.?9 #10 #11 #12 1 
Wl.51 135.3 14h.l 14? .0 140.8 - - - - - 129.6 I 127.0 90.7 
w1.51 • .5 138.2 144.l 142.3 140.8 138. 7 136 ·l 134.7 133.1 130.3 12~0 l 121.1 . 4 89.4 Wl.52 137.6 143.7 141.3 139.3 137.1 134. 132.4 130.0 127.0 123.1 I 118 . .5 90.9 
w1.52 • .5 134.1 142.2 1J8.l 135.4 132.? 128.6 1~5.1 122 .l 117.7 112.9 107,6 82,7 
Wl.53 134.6 142.!i 137.3 13u.2 130.5 - - - l:LJ.l 109 .o. 103.3 89,0 
w1.53 • .5 133.7 141.7 136.l 132.3 127,6 123.2 118.4 114.2 109.2 103.5 98,1 · 85,5 
Wl.,54 129.2 138.9 129.0 123 .1 116.3 110 • .5 10,5.4 100 .9 9.5.7 90.9 86,9 80,0 
W21 lJR.9 146.1 144.7 143.9 14?.8 - - - 137.0 135.3 132,9 82.2 
w21 • .5 139.1 146 .1.1 144.4 143.6 142.l 140.2 138.J 1J6.4 134 . .5 132.1 · · 127. 9 82,5 
W22 1uo • .5 147.7 14.5.9 14h.2 l!~? . 3 140,.5 -138,2 135. 9 131.J, • .5 132.1 . )2 4 • .5 83.8 
w22 • .5 1J8.0 144.1 lhl. 8 140.0 137.s 135.0 132 • .5 129. h 12S.5 120.6 114 .o 78.6 
w23 1J8.7 144.1 141.9 139.3 136.7 1.33.s 130.7 127.3 123.0 119.0 . 111.9 83,9 
w23.5 140.0 144.7 141.8 139,.5 136.7 133.2 1?9,3 125.9 120.6 113.9 10.5~6 82,.5 
W24 139.0 14LL.8 1_41, 2 138. 7-.• - - - - 118.J 111 .. 6 102.6 83.l 
w31 13.5.7 1u1.6 lh0.9 1uo. 3 139 • .5 138.5 - 137.9 136.6 1J4.9 . 13 2. 3 82.9 
w31 • .5 136.5 1u1.3 140.8 lhO.l 139 • .5 1J8.1 137.h 136.7 135.6 133.5 129.J 83.4 
w32 137.5 14? .3 1L.t.1.3 140 • .5 139 • .5 138.0 1J6.7 135 • .5 134.1 131.3 126 .8 81.0 
w32.5 11.10.5 14LL .O 14J.O 14?.2 l hl.2 1J9.8 138 . .5 137.1 131.i.6 131.0 125.3 82.4 
w33 140.8 143 . .5 142.2 141.4 - - - 135.5 13?.8 128.; -121 • .5 83,4 
W3J. ,5. ll.LO. 0 142.9 141.8 140.9 139.6 . 1J8.0 136.5 134 .7 1J1..9 126.9 116 • .5 82.9 
w3r 135.7 139.2 137.s 137.1 135.7 134.3 132.5 130.7 127.4 124.4 112.2 81.6 
W41 134.7 140.2 139.4 139.0 - - - - 137.4 136.4 I 1J4.6 84.1 
Wl.!.l. 5 135.9 140.3 139.7 139.J 138.J 137 . .5 137.5 137. 2 136.J 13.5.1 132.1 8.5.0 
W42 134.4 139.4 138.7 13·g .3 137.5 . 136.3 136.l 13.5.3 133.9 131,9 128.3 80.0 
W42 . .5 138.6 140.8 14·0 .1 139.7 1J9.0 - - - 1,h.9 132.1 126.3 77.8 
W43 13u. 8 138.1 137.4 13.5.9 136.l - - - - . - I 121 . .5 81.2 W43 • .5 139,8 141.5 141.l 140.J 1J9.4 138.9 138-5 137.6 13.5.0 131.0 122.0 79.2 
\ I w.51 132 • .5 136.6 136.0 13.5.8 135. 4 134.9 13.5.4 135. 3 13.5.9 134 .2 132.1 76.4 
w.51 • .5 138.2 1u2.o 11.i2.o 141.7 141.2 139.9 140.0 139. 6 139.1 137.7 134.9 77.1 
W.52 138.0 140.9 140.4 140.0 139 • .5 138.7 138.6 138.l 1J6.9 13.5.2 131,h 77,4 
w.52 . .5 :(3.5.0 148.4 1a7., 137.2 l'.36.9 13.5. 7 135.6 135 .0 1J4.0 132.1 127.3 79 .. a 
W.53 139.8 1 1.6 1 1.1 140.8 1uo .1 139.4 139.1 138-3 136.9 133.7 12703 11.a 
W5f 139 • .5 140.5 140.l 139.7 lJB.9 1J8.4 138.4 137.8 136.6 132 • .5 126.0 79.; 
W61 140.9 143.4 143.0 ll.!.2 ,9 142.6 - 142.6 142.l 141.7 11.io.7 139.5 83,8 
W61. 5 · 140.5 142.6 142.0 141.8 . 141.4 - - 140.3 139,8 139.0 136.9 84.9 
W62 142.6 144,3 144.0 14J.9 143,3 - - 142.2 141.5 139,8 136.3 84.1 
W62.,5 140., 141,7 141.2 140.8 140 • .5 139.9 140.3 139.9 138.7 136.7 132.7 84.0 
W6f 140. 141.2 140.8 140 • .5 ll~O. 0 139.7 139.7 139,3 138.4 136.7 131.0 83,2 
SI 
Table IX--Point Temperatures for Runs 1n which Heat was Transferred 
from- the Discontinuous Phase to the Continuous Phase. (°F.) ; .. 
-- -:-
THERMOCOUPLES 
Run 1#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 . #11 #12 1 
Bl.51 . .5 81.2 77.9 79.3 80.l - - - 86.9 90.2 94.3 99.5 138 . .5 
B21.5 80.0 77.3 77.8 78.6 78.9 79.9 81.3 82.8 85.2 88.3 93.4 133.2 
B'Jl • .5 77.7 76.4 76.5 77.0 80.l 77.s 78.9 79.7 81.5 84.4 87.7 lhl.l 
B41 • .5 81.2 80.0 - - - - - - - 8.5.3 87.9 138.2 
B,51.5 78.1 77.4 77. 4 77. 7 77.8 78".l 73.7 79.0 79.9 81 . .5 84.3 139.4 
B61.5 74.9 74.3 74. 74.6 74.7 75.1 75.5 7.5.8 76.4 78.0 81.3 142.2 
Bl . .52 81.7 77.0 79.4 80.7 - - - - 97.7 103. 2 113.3 150.9 B22 78.3 7.5.3 - - - - - - - 93 . .5 99.5 1Li.3.6 
BJ2 75.9 ?4.6 75.0 75.5 75.9 - - ,- - 83.8 89.8 137.6 . B42 75.2 74.l 74.3 74.6 74.7 75.1 76.5 77.4 78.9 82.l 86.2 11.!3. 6 
B.52 7.5.1 74 • .5 74.6 '· 76.3 76.5 77.9 so.3 84.0 139.7 - ... - -B62 77.5 77.4 77.2 77.4 77.3 77.4 78.3 78.9 79.6 81.9 . 86. 5 l h8 .6 . 
Bl.52 • .5 eu .1 78.7 81 • .5 83.9 86.8 90.0 94.1 98.6 104.7 111.9 118.1 15?.0 
B22 . .5 80.l 77.4 78.2 - - - - - 94.:, 102.6 , 110. 5 15'1.9 
B32 . .5 77.2 75.9 76.o 76.7 77., 7R.l 79.8 81.A 85.1 90.8 9R.l lh.9 • .5 
B42.5 75.2 74.9 75.0 7.5.4 75.n 76.l 77.:, 78.3 ·eo.9 85.7 93.8 156.6 
B.52.5 73.6 73.5 73.5 73.9 73.8 74.2 75.2 75.8 77.9 81.9 89.7 160.9 
Bf2.5 75. '.3 75.2 75.3 75.5 75.6 7.5.8 - - 76 . .5 78.7 87.9 16r' . 8 
Bl.53 85.1 80.2 8'.3. 8 87.4 91.6 95.1 100.9 106.6 114.7 123,8 l'.32 .l 156 . .5 
B23 90.3 78.0 79.4 R0.9 82.7 85.l 89.5 93.3 100.l 109.9 121.l 1.57.9 
B33 76.7 75.8 76.?. 77.0 77 . .5 78.9 80.4 - - 93.2 105.7 156.3 
Bf3 73.5 73.3 73.5 73.9 74.0 74.3 75.2 75.9 77.9 83.8 101.0 165.7 
Bl.53.5 8.5.5 77.1 91.J.. 4 89.l 95.6 101.8 109.0 11.5.9 122.1 lJ0.9 139.6 158.4 
\ I B2J.5 7B.8 76.5 78.0 80.2 83.0 86.4 92.0 97.2 10;.2 116.l 128.4 160.4 Bf'.3.5 74.6 7h.2 74.h 64.9 75.3 76.o 77.9 80.2 34.6 9.5.9 .~ 116.9 161.4 
Bl.54 ,· 88. 8 77~6 89.0 95.9 103.2 - - 12li.9 13".2 139. l~ 147.2 160.4 
Bf4 . 78-3 75.6 78.1 80.J 83.3 86.6 92.6 99.5 110.2 124.9 11.J.o. 6 161.4 
l · 
Table X -Distortion Factors by which Drop Images were Mul-





































*This is the measured diameter of the marble image. 
D A C 
B 





)le XI--Cal1bra tion Values for Chromel-conntantan Therrnocounles (!lillivnlts). 
rn. ermoCOUD e umh er 
~) 1 2 2 4 2 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .235 I. ~35 - !.~25 
30 1.580 l.5RO 1.58.5 1 . .580 1.570 1.570 
?O 1.9?.5 1. 925 1.925 1.920 1. c20 1. 91.5 1. q?o 1.9?0 1.9?5 1. 920 1. 915 1.915 
'0 2.270 2.270 2.270 2.?.70 2.265 ?.?60 2. 270 2.?70 ?.270 ?.265 2. 265 2.260 
.0 2.615 2 .fil5 ?J,20 2.615 2.610 2 . 605 2. hl.5 2.fS15 2.615 2.610 2. 615 2.60.5 
'O ? .965 2.960 2.96.5 2.965 2.955 2.950 ? .965 2.960 ? .960 2 ,955 2 .960 2. 950 
0 3.315 3.31.5 1 .3 20 3.3?0 3.310 3. J lC 3.3 - 0 '3.315 J .JlO 3.310 J. Jl() 3,300 
.Q 3.675 J .675 J. 675 3 J ·75 J.670 3.665 J .6PO 3,r,75 3.665 3.670 J .660 3.660 
;o 4.035 lt .030 4.030 4.03.5 1.i.030 h .0 ."'5 4,035 /J. .03Q Lt-.020 /•,. 025 4.005 h. 020 
0 /.j,. 395 L!. .J 90 4 .)90 LL.390 Lt.390 h , 385 Li . 390 h.J85 Le. J 7 5 Lt• 385 L~ • 3 5 5 li.395 
0 
Note: All the rmocounle s t.7~ re coli 1, ra t ed in -pl8. CP. in th'? column. "!la t e r 
~S passed through the Column a t a ~igh flow r a te AO as to obtain as- emall a 
emperature drop as nossihle from one end to the oth " r. . This 11 d .11 
1 Ama r op , vUP 
'heat loss, ranged from 0.5 to l.1°F. an~. ··~a s conside r ed to h e -linearly dis 
:ribut_ed along the column. TT-ro t"'" t d t d t t' t 20 " 'lr.~ ome ers gra ua e o ne neares O. F : 
nd reading to t!:le nearest O .1 °F. werP, p l aced a t thA c 0lumn end.s tn act a n 
tandarde. r h e error due to the invers1,,n of one th Prmomet er we s found_ to 
e negligible. Both thermomet e rs had be ,~n p revi ously checlced ap;a inet a thermo-
eter bearing a Nati~nal BurPau of Standa rds Certificate. 
A separate curve ~.,as dravm and us Pa_ for each counle. 
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